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he current interdomain routing model for the Internet suffers from the overloading of Internet Protocol addresses and their use for identification, location, and forwarding. This overloading makes it hard to adequately support multihoming, traffic engineering, and mobility while maintaining address hierarchy,
which is essential for scalable routing. We identify architectural and protocol changes
in addressing and routing that are needed to provide major improvements in scalability.
In particular, we propose a protocol solution based on separation of identification and
addressing and a mechanism for mapping identifiers to addresses. Solutions proposed
earlier address the need for either multihoming and traffic engineering or mobility.
Our solution addresses all three needs. We also developed a model to evaluate the
performance and scalability of our mapping system. We conducted a performance
study using real Internet traffic traces to drive the model. The results of this study are
presented in this article.

INTRODUCTION
The current interdomain routing system for the
Internet, based on the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP),
achieves scalability by exploiting address hierarchy and
summarizability. However, multihoming (MH), traffic
engineering (TE), and mobility between networks are
threatening the hierarchical address aggregation and
are already pushing the BGP routing tables to the limit.
Although both the commercial Internet and the network
of networks (as envisioned for the Global Information
Grid) used by the DoD exhibit a topological hierarchy,
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the Global Information Grid’s end devices and edge
networks have a much higher degree of mobility. The
Global Information Grid also has greater needs for TE
and MH. The DoD network involves a backbone based
on commercial Internet standards and uses several layers
of mobile ad hoc networks in its tactical edge. These
edge networks are used for ground-, sea-, and air-based
wireless communication on the move. Wired and satellite connections allow these tactical networks to access
the backbone. It should be noted that the end devices
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used in commercial communication networks are also
exhibiting ever-increasing mobility in voice as well as
data services. The advent of smart phones and cloud
computing will result in added mobility. Additionally,
as Internet access becomes more ubiquitous (in buses,
trains, planes, and ships), commercial networking will
also see increasing mobility of subnetworks. MH is also
becoming very important in commercial networking
because increased reliance on Internet services requires
enterprises to subscribe to multiple service providers.
Thus, both the DoD and the commercial networking community are devoting effort to addressing the
threat that mobility, MH, and TE pose to scalable, hierarchical routing.
Users want portability of their identifiers (IDs).
Because overloading implies that the user address and
ID are the same, user mobility and portability of IDs
require the movement of address from one subnetwork
to another, making hierarchy and summarizability
more difficult. The research community realizes that
further work is needed in defining a scalable architecture and making such an architecture deployable. Our
approach consists of separating IDs and addresses, keeping IDs portable while maintaining the hierarchical
arrangement of addresses by making addresses dynamic,
and using distributed server entities for mapping IDs
and addresses.
Other approaches have been proposed. Some proposals operate within the current Internet architecture,
whereas others target a new Internet architecture. In
particular, see Refs. 1–3 for research and some standards
activities in new addressing and routing approaches motivated by the need to scale the protocol when the current
addressing scheme breaks the address hierarchy. Another
set of proposals involves architectures that use named
content rather than host IDs as their central abstraction,
thus decoupling location (address) from identity (content). Examples include Content-Centric Networking4
and the Data-Oriented Network Architecture.5
There are other situations where the routing address
and ID address are separated for other reasons but where
that separation allows the routing hierarchy to remain
intact. An example is the use of encryption to transmit
private information over shared infrastructure. Internet
Protocol (IP) Security (IPSec) gateways in commercial
networks and High Assurance IP Encryptors (HAIPEs)
in DoD networks encrypt the entire content of the IP
packet and encapsulate it within another IP packet with
a header that allows routing over the shared infrastructure. At the other end, another IPSec gateway or HAIPE
will decrypt the content and use the internal header to
route locally. This allows routing over the shared infrastructure to use fixed addresses and maintain hierarchy.
An edge network using unencrypted packets may move
without affecting the routing over the shared network.
Nodes in such a network can keep their addresses as IDs
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from the perspective of the shared infrastructure. Later,
we will see how this situation is very similar to the separation of ID and address we propose.
This article is organized as follows: Routing Scalability
introduces the reasons behind the scalability problem
and Scalable Solution presents our proposed solution.
Solution Properties discusses the solution properties and
compares these properties with those of other solutions.
The article concludes with Performance Evaluations
and Conclusions.

ROUTING SCALABILITY
The main architectural problem with the current
interdomain routing model is the overloading of IP
addresses in the sense that they are used for identification, location, and forwarding. To understand how this
overloading affects the scalability of routing, let us look
at the topology of the Internet carefully.
Figure 1 shows a simplified view of interdomain connectivity of the Internet with a subset of domains being
highlighted in the figure. The topology has a strong
hierarchical component where the highest level of the
hierarchy is made up of Tier 1 providers supplying connectivity to Tier 2 providers and so on. The highest-level
domains (Tier 1 provider domains) are highly connected
among themselves, whereas direct connections among
the lower levels are relatively sparse, with connectivity
among them being provided by additional hierarchical
connectivity.
We further distinguish the core network from edge
networks. In our example, Tier 1 and Tier 2 are both
parts of the core, and edge networks connect to Tier 2.
Although all domains in these networks run BGP
among themselves, only core domains maintain global
reachability information for all prefixes (address blocks)
and make up the so-called default-free zone. Edge
domains, on the other hand, maintain routes for local
destinations plus a “default” for everything else outside
their domain; thus the amount of information main-

Figure 1. Interdomain hierarchy.
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tained is much smaller compared with that maintained
by the routers in the core domains. The latter routers
maintain complete information about all reachable destinations; they maintain full routing tables to reach all
prefixes injected into BGP, which currently number in
the hundreds of thousands.
Note that although Fig. 1 shows a two-tier core, there
are often other tiers as well, with Providers A and B
being in the lowest core tier of the hierarchy. In addition
to the hierarchy of the topology itself, there is a more
pronounced hierarchy in the addressing arrangement.
Each Tier 1 provider is assigned a large contiguous block
of addresses from the overall address space (each block
is represented by an address prefix). Each second-tier
provider gets a smaller contiguous block (represented
by a more specific address prefix) from the block of its
upstream provider, and so on.
The main benefit of this hierarchical assignment of
the address space is that reachability to all of a provider’s attached networks can be achieved by advertising a
single “provider aggregate” address prefix into the core,
rather than needing to announce individual prefixes for
each edge network. Lowest-tier providers in the core
(such as Providers A and B in Fig. 1) typically have a
very large number of edge networks attached to them,
and only one prefix needs to be advertised by the provider to announce reachability to all of its attached edge
domains. For instance, if users of i-th edge network ei of
Provider A have addresses of the form 10.ei.0.0/16 [an IP
version 4 (v4) address with a 16-bit prefix] allowing for
up to 256 attached edge networks, then these prefixes
can be aggregated by Provider A into the prefix aggregate 10.0.0.0/8 as shown in Fig. 2 (with the examples of
ei = 44 and 90). These hierarchically assigned addresses
are referred to as provider-aggregatable addresses as
opposed to provider-independent ones, which cannot
be aggregated. The provider-aggregatable arrangement
of addresses provides tremendous scalability to routing
protocols (e.g., BGP) and routing tables as the number
of edge networks grows. However, this address hierarchy
is gradually breaking down because of new practices of
the user community brought up to address the needs for
MH, TE, and mobility, as we describe in more detail in
the following sections.
10.44.0.0/16

00001010.00101100.00000000.00000000

10.90.0.0/16

00001010.01011010.00000000.00000000

10.0.0.0/8

00001010.00000000.00000000.00000000

Figure 2. Prefix aggregation.
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Multihoming
MH refers to the case where a site is served by more
than one Internet service provider so that a multihomed
site can connect to the Internet via more than one interdomain link (such as Site 2 in Fig. 1). Edge networks
multihome to increase the performance and reliability of
their connectivity because MH provides backup paths,
eliminates single points of failure, and allows achieving
improved performance for the outbound traffic through
load balancing.
Today MH is supported by injecting multiple, more
specific address prefixes into the global routing table,
which negatively impacts BGP’s scalability. Using the
example in Fig. 1, assume Provider A makes a single
aggregated prefix announcement, Pa, for all of its singlehomed edge sites. If one of these edge sites decides to
multihome, as is the case with Site 2 in this example,
then the following takes place: Site 2, which is originally
homed to Provider A, has an assigned prefix P2 included
in Pa because it was originally assigned by Provider A
(P2 is then a more specific—thus longer—prefix than
Pa). Once Site 2 is homed to Provider B as well, Provider
B will announce reachability to prefix P2 in addition
to announcing its own aggregate Pb (P2 is aggregatable
with Pa and not Pb). This will also force Provider A to
announce P2 in addition to announcing the aggregate
Pa; otherwise it will not attract any traffic going to Site
2. This is due to the longest-prefix-match rule used in IP
forwarding, resulting in the de-aggregation of the BGP
routing announcements of Provider A.
The demand for MH is increasing because of the
increased reliance on the Internet for mission- and
business-critical applications. This fact places a higher
burden on the core routing system in two ways. First,
as explained above, the individual prefixes for end sites,
which used to be announced as part of their provider’s
aggregate announcement, must now be propagated without aggregation into the routing system when they multi
home. Second, because a multihomed site connects at
more than one location, if the status changes on any of
the links connecting the site to its providers (link up or
down), the change will be propagated into the core routing system. This is in contrast to a single-homed site that
follows the numbering scheme of its provider’s aggregate
prefix, where no additional burden is put on core routing
because the status of its connectivity to its provider is
kept internal to the provider. These two developments
(increase in the number of prefixes that need to be handled by core routing and in the rate at which the state of
these prefixes changes) result in major scalability issues
for the core interdomain routing.

Traffic Engineering
TE is the ability to direct traffic along paths other
than those that would be computed by normal routing
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through an intradomain protocol (Interior Gateway
Protocol) and an interdomain protocol (Exterior Gateway Protocol). TE is performed by both core and edge
domains to arrange for certain traffic to use or avoid
certain network paths, often to place traffic where some
path attributes are more favorable to the traffic being
placed on these paths, and also to balance the load
among different paths. The ability to control the path
taken by inbound traffic (traffic entering the domain)
is as important as the ability to control the outbound
path for traffic exiting the domain. However, outbound
TE can be simply achieved using local routing. Indeed,
adjustment of Interior Gateway Protocol metrics controls how much traffic flows over different internal paths
to specific exit points. Because outbound TE is achieved
via a site’s own Interior Gateway Protocol, it does not
impact the interdomain routing (note that in this article, unless specified otherwise, TE refers to the current
practice of inbound interdomain TE).
On the other hand, inbound TE (the desire to have
particular prefixes in a domain reached via particular
edge routers) is achieved by taking one prefix, dividing
it into a number of smaller and more specific ones, and
then advertising them to gain finer-grained control over
the paths used to carry traffic covered by those prefixes.
This TE practice by network operators results in the
de-aggregation of a single address block (represented by
one address prefix) into smaller ones whose corresponding prefixes are injected into the interdomain routing.
Moreover, beyond this resulting increase in the number
of prefixes being advertised in core routing, another
common practice is the dynamic advertisement of these
smaller prefixes to achieve additional dynamic control
over directing inbound traffic (such as by time of day).
This increases the frequency of routing updates. As a
result, similar to MH, there is a compounded effect on
core routing services: additional prefixes must be carried
in the routing system and these prefixes drive higher
update rates.

Mobility
A network that supports mobility provides the capability for a host or subnet to change its topological connectivity (its point of attachment) while continuing
to be connected (able to send/receive data packets). If
a mobile entity keeps its address when it moves from
network to network and announces its prefix from its
new attachment point to remain reachable, it breaks the
address hierarchy and summarizability, which results in
more prefixes being injected into core routing. Moreover,
the additional prefixes being injected will be dynamic
because of mobility, thus resulting in dynamic updates
to the core routing system.
In summary, mobility and the practices of MH and
TE all induce de-aggregation of address prefixes and
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result in a larger number of prefixes being injected into
interdomain routing. A corresponding higher prefix
update rate takes place as well because of three factors:
(i) the increase in prefixes (when an interdomain link
goes down or comes back up many prefixes are affected
at the same time instead of just one), (ii) the TE dynamic
advertisement of prefixes, and (iii) the mobility of hosts/
nodes/subnets. This implies that a higher load is placed
on the core routing system in terms of memory resources
to store a larger number of advertised prefixes and their
associated state information, node processing resources
to compute routes to each advertised prefix, and network bandwidth resources to support state exchanges
for a larger number of prefixes with a higher update
rate. This creates a major challenge for the scalability
of interdomain routing protocols. To maintain scalable routing while supporting MH/TE and mobility, the
interdomain routing in the core needs to undergo fundamental changes. As we describe in the following section,
the changes recommended in our solution are achieved
through the introduction of a clear separation between
an address and an ID as well as the implementation of an
efficient address-to-ID mapping system, with the address
being a descriptor of a physical point of attachment and
the ID being a permanent name.

SCALABLE SOLUTION
As explained previously, the lack of scalable support
to MH/TE and mobility is a problem associated with
having IP addresses play multiple roles. An IP address
is drawn from a global address space and was meant to
serve one purpose. It is now used for multiple purposes.
It is used to identify hosts and network node interfaces
(end point ID) and is also used to define the location
of the node (as part of a network by specifying point
of attachment to the network). Although hosts want
the IDs to be permanent, having the same entity play
the two roles implies that the IP address, and hence
the locator, remains permanent. This results in the deaggregation mentioned above. The solution is to separate the IDs from addresses (locators), let IDs be (semi)
permanent, and let addresses be dynamic and hierarchical. Thus, we require that IDs be distinct from addresses.
Addresses are used for locating and routing and may
change when the object moves so that the hierarchy
can be maintained. Identifiers are used as semipermanent names for objects and remain associated with the
objects as they move from network to network. Because
the source of a packet may only know the ID of the
destination, it needs to map the ID to an address so it
can insert the address into the packet for routing purposes. In the following sections we present the different
components of our Address-Identifier Mapping System
(AIMS) solution.6
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Hierarchical Addressing
To maintain scalable routing, we make the address
assignment follow the topological hierarchy where each
domain obtains a block of addresses from the domain in
the higher tier it attaches to (large blocks of the address
space are first given to Tier 1 providers), with the address
field typically divided into segments so each segment
represents the address at a given level of the hierarchy.
To achieve this in our proposed solution, each level of
the hierarchy has trusted servers and address blocks
to assign to lower levels so the address hierarchies are
maintained even in presence of a high degree of mobility. As the point of attachment of an object changes, the
object’s address needs to change to reflect its new place
in the hierarchy. Note that an object may be a user, a
host, a network node, a subnet, or a network domain.
It is important to note that we allow objects to have
multiple addresses if they are attached to more than one
higher-level domain (such as during MH). Instead of the
multihomed object injecting its addresses through its
higher-level domains as currently practiced, it acquires
hierarchical addresses from each one of them. Thus, the
addresses remain hierarchical and allow scalable routing. This fact, along with the way the multiple addresses
are used, will be further explained below.

Distributed Mapping Infrastructure
Because addresses are dynamic whereas IDs are relatively static or even permanent, we need to be able to
map the ID of an object to its current address so the
object can be reached using scalable routing. We propose
a set of server types and a corresponding arrangement to
implement this mapping function. As mentioned earlier,
the problem and solution are related to our work on the
problem of managing peer discovery in secure Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs) using IPSec and HAIPE.7 The
problem is also related to managing mobility in cellular networks and to managing name-to-address mapping provided by the Domain Name System (DNS).
(The system closest to a mapping system in the Internet
today is the DNS. Obviously it can be extended for use
in storing the address-to-ID mapping. In this case, the
benefit of a DNS-based mapping system would be the
operational experience in operating and testing such a
system and thus could provide a foundation on which a
mapping service can be built.) Figure 3 shows the servers proposed in our solution, and the relationship among
them is described in more detail below.

Backbone-Level Server
These servers, usually located in the highest tier of
the fixed backbone, are designed to collectively store
and provide the ID-to-address mapping for all IDs. Each
server provides the two functions of storing and updating
the mapping as well as answering any mapping queries.
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Figure 3. Distributed mapping infrastructure.

Each backbone-level server (BLS) is responsible for storing mappings and answering queries for an assigned set of
IDs. The partitioning is done so that BLSs together have
mappings for all IDs and so that each ID is in more than
one BLS (for redundancy). Each BLS knows the arrangement of the ID assignments so it knows which BLSs can
answer which queries. In addition to being responsible
for a set of IDs from the global ID space, each BLS is
also assigned a block of addresses from the global address
space that are “homed” to it. These addresses represent
the address space of the BLS, and it is responsible for
updating appropriate BLSs when an object moves into
its address space or an ID leaves its address space. The
update information may come from the next lower-level
mapping server [tree-level server (TLS) described below]
or directly from the server [authentication and address
assignment server (AAS) described below] that provides
addresses to objects (IDs) as they move in and de-allocates those addresses as the IDs move out. When a BLS
receives an update (addition or removal of an ID for an
address in its territory), it identifies the BLSs responsible
for that ID and sends update messages to those BLSs.
In addition, it may cache the mapping in its own mapping table. This BLS is also responsible for field queries
coming from any address (attachment point) in its territory. When a query arrives at that BLS along with the
ID to be mapped, the BLS knows which BLSs (including
itself) have the mapping so it picks one (in some loadbalancing way) and sends the query there. If that fails,
it can query the next on the list and so on. When it
receives the address value, it forwards the mapping to
the requester via lower-level servers. Of course, querying
other BLSs is not needed if the BLS receiving the query
from lower-level servers has the mapping. Note that for a
closed network, BLSs can be considered enterprise-level
servers and are likely to be located in the fixed networks,
whereas for public Internet these are global backbone
servers typically associated with Tier 1 providers.
In addition to their mapping function described
above, the BLSs store information about the objects
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associated with IDs. The authentication and cryptographic parameters for that ID, levels of services authorized to the user (if the object is a user), and even the
aging parameters for the mapping are few examples of
such stored information. We will describe below some of
this stored information and its usage.

Tree-Level Server
Because network domains are arranged in hierarchies
and addresses are arranged in matching hierarchies,
we have TLSs associated with each level. Each TLS is
responsible for the addresses in the portion of the tree
rooted at the level the server is in. In that sense a BLS
also functions as the highest-level TLS. Whereas the
BLSs use ID-based partitioning, lower levels (TLSs) are
partitioned based only on addresses. As objects move in
and out of domains, the servers (AAS described below)
assigning new addresses to IDs send update messages
to the TLS in that domain. The TLS caches the ID
to address mapping and sends an update to the higherlevel TLS in the tree. Ultimately, the update is received
by the highest-level TLS (BLS) and is sent to all BLSs
responsible for that ID.
When an object needs a mapping from ID to address,
it sends a query to its local TLS. If that TLS has the
mapping (in the cache if the address is in the portion of
tree rooted at this TLS), it will respond with the address.
If not, the query is sent up to the next TLS level and so
on. Because the set of BLSs always has the mapping, the
response will arrive back to the requester. The local TLS
(and requesting object) can store the mapping in a local
cache with a timeout T after which the cache entry is
discarded. Note that the levels of the hierarchy do not
each need a TLS because higher-level servers up to BLS
are always available to propagate updates and answer
queries. Lower-level servers are used mainly to reduce
the load on higher-level servers, especially when there
are communities of interest. In this case a TLS serving
a community of interest would answer a large fraction of
queries, thus reducing the query load on the BLSs. They
also help in highly mobile edge networks where bandwidth limitation in reachback links to the backbone
makes it highly desirable to keep as many queries local
as possible. For edge networks based on specific mobile
ad hoc network technology, a tailored mobility solution
within the mobile ad hoc network can be devised as
in Ref. 8.

Authentication and Address Assignment Server
When an object moves and changes its attachment
point to the rest of the network infrastructure, we need
to update the address (if the hierarchy requires that)
and propagate the new ID–address mapping to TLSs
and BLSs so that the object remains accessible to all
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who have the permission to reach the object. This task
is facilitated by the AAS. AASs can get information
on an object moving out or joining a domain via the
local routing protocol or other means. An AAS associated with the domain from which the object moves out
will send a message of removal to the local TLS, which
updates its table and propagates the message to higher
levels and ultimately to the appropriate BLSs. Similarly,
the AAS in the domain to which an object attaches will
send a message to the BLS to authenticate the ID and
then allocates a new address. The new ID–address relationship is propagated up, and all servers are updated.
As mentioned above, we can provide additional
controls during the authentication process. Associated
with an ID are other parameters such as the ID authentication parameters, highest allowable precedence level,
maximum bandwidth available to the ID, both the
quality of service and quality of protection available
to the ID, etc. These parameters are selected by policies established at the “home network” when the object
first appears and are then propagated up the chain to
the BLSs. During the authentication, the BLS will also
send these parameters back to the AAS. These parameters, along with local policies, can now be used by the
AAS to select precedence, quality of service, and quality
of protection levels permissible to this ID. The information is propagated to entities in charge of access control
in the domain. In addition to these controls at object
authentication time, additional dynamic controls used
during mapping query time are presented below.

SOLUTION PROPERTIES
In this section we present an analysis of the properties of our solution and discuss other proposed solutions
to deal with scalable routing for MH/TE and mobility.
As we will show below, our AIMS solution addresses
MH/TE and mobility simultaneously, whereas others
have tailored solutions to either MH/TE or mobility but
not both.

MH/TE Solutions
Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) is the main
protocol in this class being discussed by the Internet
Research Task Force (IRTF).2 To make it easy for networks to change provider, to multihome, or to exercise
TE, LISP decouples the edge network addresses from
those in the core. It creates separate name spaces, one for
the core and one for edge sites: the end system ID (EID)
is the new name space routable in the edge sites attached
to the core and is the one that goes in DNS records, and
the routing locator is the existing name space routable
in the core and used to address core and core-attached
routers (both name spaces can be either IPv4 or IPv6).
Blocks of contiguous IDs are allocated to edge networks
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(EID prefixes), and each network assigns IDs to its hosts
in the block that it received. LISP requires network
support only (no host involvement) where edge routers
connecting sites to the core are aware of the separation but hosts are not. Edge routers perform encapsulation/de-capsulation in a tunnel mode operation where
EIDs are in the inner headers and locators are in the
outer headers of packets. An edge router at a source site
(ingress tunnel router) is responsible for finding remote
EID-to-remote routing locator mapping and encapsulating to locators at the destination site. The edge router at
the destination site (egress tunnel router) performs decapsulation as shown in Fig. 4. LISP cannot deal with
mobility: LISP provides hosts with IDs that are provider
independent but still topologically significant (locally
within an edge network). In order to support mobility, the ID needs to be stable so as to identify the host
independently of its topological location. Whereas in
AIMS we use a true locator–identity separation, LISP’s
locator–ID separation is in fact a locator–locator separation that involves separating the addressing regions into
core and edge. Moreover, the mapping system is based
on aggregated EID prefixes whereas host mobility would
require mapping for individual IDs. In order to support
mobility, LISP would need yet another mapping from a
true host ID to an EID.

Mobility Solutions
Current solutions for mobility include Mobile IP
(MIPv49 and MIPv610) and Network Mobility,11 which
handles group mobility in a way similar to MIP. These
solutions require that a home agent function be deployed
at some routers in order to keep track of the mobile
entity’s current location. They use renumbering and creation of a tunnel from the moving object’s new topological location back to its original location. Tunnelling is
used to forward data packets via care-of addresses. Data
are directed to a home agent that is updated with the
current location of the mobile entity. The Host Iden-

Figure 4. Locator/ID Separation Protocol. D, destination; S,
source.
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tity Protocol12 is based on IPv6 and defines a rendezvous
server functionality similar to that of the IPv6 home
agent. MIP is not widely deployed; there is hardly any
deployment of MIPv6 and only partial deployment of
MIPv4. This is partly because of the performance hit of
the tunnelling process and the amount of state management overhead at the routers implementing the home
agent functionality. These mobility solutions do not deal
with the routing system—they use an overlay solution
on top of existing IP routing. Consequently, they do not
deal with any routing scalability issues.
We now summarize the properties of our solution and
how it compares with the above solutions.

Routing Scalability
The number of individual prefixes that are advertised
in the global routing system continues to increase, with
each individual prefix requiring processing resources. As
a lower bound, each autonomous system needs only a
single aggregate route; however, as of December 2010,
there are close to 36,000 autonomous systems announcing routes for a total of 340,000 prefixes.13 The overall
routing update rate is increasing as well, requiring routers to process updates at an increased rate (resulting in
slower convergence if they cannot keep up). This rate is
dependent on the number of individual prefixes, which
is increasing, and the mean update rate of a prefix, which
is also increasing because of some of the TE practices.
With the ID–address separation of the AIMS architecture, the number of prefixes can be kept small because
they can be more aggressively aggregated, and the prefix
update rate is cut significantly partly because of the fact
that mobility is being handled by the mapping system
rather than by global routing update. This improves
the scalability of the routing system by making the core
routing tables smaller and more stable.

Multihoming and Traffic Engineering
Under the AIMS architecture, MH and TE become
transparent to the core routing system, thus increasing routing scalability compared with today’s practice,
which requires updates to the core routing. In order to
implement TE, if we require a host to be reached via
a particular edge link (the one that best meets the TE
objective), we map its ID to an address from the address
block obtained from the provider at that attachment
link (hosts can have multiple addresses when their edge
network has multiple attachment points). Note that we
have the additional benefit that TE can be accomplished
per flow. This provides TE control that is more granular than that of today’s TE updates—today’s TE updates
affect complete prefixes, which typically account for a
substantial fraction of an edge network’s traffic. Moreover, TE changes can also be made faster because they
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involve an update to our distributed mapping infrastructure as opposed to a global routing update that usually
takes on the order of minutes to converge.
For resilient routing, we can map an ID to several
of its addresses, with the mapping query returning an
ordered list of addresses that gives the sender alternate
reachability addresses in case an edge link fails. Moreover, the mapping can be made dynamic in order to
achieve dynamic TE where the decision regarding which
edge link to use for a particular flow is made at mapping
query time. In this case, because the mapping would
need to be updated quickly and in order to avoid creating
additional signalling and processing overhead, we propose the following dynamic version of AIMS (AIMS-D):
When the TLS associated with an edge network sends
mapping updates regarding IDs in its territory to higherlevel TLSs up to the BLSs, it can tag a mapping as being
dynamic, in which case when a query for that ID is
received, the dynamic tag would require the query to be
forwarded to the lowest-level TLS that advertised the ID.
This TLS can then reply with the appropriate mapping
depending on current traffic conditions in the edge network. Moreover, because different paths between multihomed networks do not have the same quality, AIMS-D
can be further enhanced to use best-quality end-to-end
paths. Further investigation into this would be needed
because improving routing quality by providing betterperforming paths would require that interdomain routing (BGP) find these best-quality paths. Enhancements
to BGP (as described in Ref. 14) would allow it to make
such quality-of-service routing decisions.

Mobility
AIMS handles mobility through an update to the
mapping system that guarantees that the mobile entity
will always be reachable whenever a source needs to
establish a new session with it. To allow for in-session
mobility where an existing transport session needs to be
maintained after a move takes place, some tunnelling of
packets may be needed to avoid packet drops while the
mapping is being updated.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The benefits of our solution compared with today’s
Internet practice has been demonstrated qualitatively in
the section above. In this section we quantify some of
the associated metrics. We developed a model to evaluate the performance of the address–ID mapping system
and generated performance results using a data set representing a traffic trace from a deployed network. The
data were collected on an OC-12 link (622 Mbps) in the
AmericasPATH network. This network interconnects
the research and education networks in South and Central America to U.S. and non-U.S. research and educa-
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tion networks. This particular OC-12 link terminates on
a router in Florida and aggregates traffic from research
and education networks of four regions in the overall
coverage area of the AmericasPATH network.
In our proposed solution, the lower-level TLS servers are used mainly to reduce the load on higher-level
servers through caching. In this study we focus on the
dynamics of the cache at edge networks temporarily
storing address–ID mappings. In the context of the data
set described above, this would correspond to the TLS
associated with the edge network regions feeding the
AmericasPATH link. We examine various parameters of
the cache itself as well as the lookup traffic volume. At
the end of this section, we discuss the performance of
the BLS layer as well.
Figure 5 shows a model of the address-ID mapping
solution with a number of traffic sources (Source 1 to
Source n) and a lower-level TLS. Queries result in either
a cache hit (case a) or a cache miss. A cache miss results
in the generation of a query to higher-level servers in
the hierarchy (case b), and arriving query responses are
cached for potential reuse (case c). A cache timeout
parameter T controls the cache entry expiration (case d).
We experimented with two models for cache entry timeout: (i) hard timeout where an entry expires T seconds
after entering the cache, and (ii) soft timeout where an
entry expires when it has not been used for T seconds. In
this case it gets refreshed for an additional T whenever it
is re-used within T, whereas in the first case it is purged
from the cache exactly after T seconds regardless of the
level of activity (hit rate) of the cache entry.
We first start with examining the data set itself, which
represents two days’ worth of packet trace capture. The
file format of the trace (16 GB total) is standard packet
capture (pcap) and contains packet headers only for
privacy reasons (the address information has been anonymized with the source/destination IP addresses modified through a one-to-one mapping that preserves the
a
d

c
Source 1

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

b

a

Cache at TLS
d

c

Source n

b
To higher-level
TLS and BLS

Figure 5. TLS model.
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Figure 7. Number of different destinations reached per hour.

IP prefix). Figure 6 shows the total number of packets
per hour during the 48-h capture period (465 million
packets in total), which exhibits a day/night cycle. What
is important from the address–ID mapping point of view
is the number of different destinations reached rather
than the overall number of packets because packets to

the same destination arriving within the cache timeout
period will not trigger an address–ID mapping query.
This is shown in Fig. 7 where, at hour 10, approximately
10,000 different destinations are reached by approximately 6 million packets (from Fig. 6), with a peak of
approximately 160,000 different destinations per hour.
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Figure 8 shows the same data at
smaller timescales where a spiky
behavior is exhibited. The data
are shown at a timescale of 60 s
and at a zoomed-in timescale of
104
6 s. The figure shows that the
number of different destinations
reached per minute can be as high
as almost 16,000, and we would
expect the cache size to be at least
103
as big when the cache timeout
value is T = 60 s.
We now discuss the cache
dynamics in terms of cache size
and cache hit and miss rates.
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Under soft timeout, Fig. 9 shows
T=1s
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1
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Time (h)
day/night cycles of the traffic with
a cycle range and a correspondFigure 9. Cache size for different timeout values.
ing cache size that increases with
T. For instance, the cache size is
4.0
between 1 and 20,000 for T = 60 s
(green line). For the largest T of
3.5
10 min and with 40 bytes for each
cache entry size (for fields containT=1s
5s
ing ID, address, and some over3.0
60 s
head), the expected cache size is
600 s
approximately 4 MB.
2.5
Figure 10 shows the cache
miss rate for the same values of
the timeout parameter T. This
2.0
rate decreases as T increases and
represents the rate of lookups
1.5
upstream toward the BLS since
every cache miss triggers the gen1.0
eration of a query message toward
a higher-level TLS. The average
miss rate in this case is less than
0.5
10,000 queries per minute. The
communications bandwidth that
0
this query rate would consume is
0
5
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35
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Time (h)
approximately 130 Kbps for a 100byte query message size. Figure 11
shows the cache hit rate for the
Figure 10. Cache miss rate for different timeout values.
same set of timeout values. As the
cache miss rate decreases when the
The cache dynamics described above under soft timetimeout parameter T increases (Fig. 10), the cache hit
out (cache size and miss and hit rates) were found to be
rate increases by the same amount (because each query
virtually the same when we experimented with hard
results in either a hit or a miss). However, because the
timeout (change cache entry state update from soft to
cache miss rate decrease is on the order of thousands and
hard timeout). In order to explain this unexpected outthe hit rate values are on the order of hundreds of thousands, the increase in hit rate is not noticeable in Fig. 11.
come, we take a closer look at the properties of cache
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600 s
of hits per cache entry as shown in
Fig. 13, we see that 90% of entries
3.0
remain less than 70 s in the cache
(under soft timeout with T = 60 s,
2.5
this means that these entries were
used for 10 s) and 99% remained
2.0
less than 150 s. Moreover, 90% of
entries were used to forward less
1.5
than 6 packets and 99% were used
to forward less than 40 packets.
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mary, the fact that hard timeout
Time (h)
does not result in any significant
change in the cache dynamics is
Figure 11. Cache hit rate for different timeout values.
due to the nature of the traffic in
that most destinations are conentries. As cache entries time out, we record the time
tacted for a short period of time and with few packets
the entry spent in the cache and the number of packexchanged, and only few destinations are active for a
ets that were forwarded based on this entry. We do this
long time or exchange a large number of packets.
for T = 60 seconds under soft timeout, but the same
In addition to the above simulation results for the
qualitative results hold true for other parameter values.
TLS layer, we briefly discuss the performance of the
Figure 12 shows the time each entry spends in cache and
BLS layer. In our distributed mapping infrastructure,
the corresponding number of hits. We observe that most
the lower-level servers (TLSs) are used mainly to reduce
cache entries remain in the cache for a short time with
the load on higher-level servers (BLSs) through cachonly some remaining for a long time; most entries foring, especially when there are communities of interests
ward a small number of packets and only a few of them
so a large fraction of queries can be answered at lower
forward a large number; and remaining in the cache for
levels. In this case a TLS serving a community of inter60
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